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Evoking user interest is an important factor for communicating knowledge to users through dialogue, because users  
are unwilling to continue the dialogue where the users are not interested. However, previous dialogue system for 
guide robots was only designed for communicating knowledge based on user requests, such as question-answering 
(QA) functions, instead of considering how to evoke user interest. Although some dialogue systems adopt chat-like 
casual conversation that is effectively evokes user interest in addition to QA function, since chat and QA functions 
are separately developed in previous systems, dialogue topics between the two functions are not shared. This 
situation complicates creating dialogues that communicate knowledge while evoking user interest. We utilize our 
own dialogue control technology with multiple robot coordination to naturally control dialogue topics so that chats and 
QA can be transitioned continuously. 
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Chatting with robots broadens your knowledge

- Integration of chat and QA based on two-robot coordination -
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Demonstration experiment at Kyoto City Zoo
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Big→Cool, Height 3m

Results of questionnaire by age
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How much foods? → 50 kg a day

Dialogue experiment: Natural transition between chat and QA

What food? → Grass and tree nuts

Chat

Chat knowledge

QA knowledge

QA

I like them especially their big bodies.

What do you think about elephants?

Their height to the shoulder reaches about 3m.

Oh, yeah. Elephants are so big and cool!

How much do they eat a day?

Wow. What do they eat?

Grass and tree nuts.

They eat about 50 kg a day.


